Abstract. In this presentation dedicated to the tricentennial birth anniversary of the great eighteenth-century Swiss mathematician, Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), we begin by remarking about the so-called Basler problem of evaluating the Zeta function ζ (s) [in the much later notation of Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann (1826-1866)] when s = 2, which was then of vital importance to Euler and to many other contemporary mathematicians including especially the Bernoulli brothers [Jakob Bernoulli (1654-1705 and Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748)], and for which a fascinatingly large number of seemingly independent solutions have appeared in the mathematical literature ever since Euler first solved this problem in the year 1736. We then investigate various recent developments on the evaluations and representations of ζ (s) when s ∈ N \ {1}, N being the set of natural numbers. We emphasize upon several interesting classes of rapidly convergent series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N) which have been developed in recent years. In two of many computationally useful special cases considered here, it is observed that ζ (3) can be represented by means of series which converge much more rapidly than that in Euler's celebrated formula as well as the series used recently by Roger Apéry in his proof of the irrationality of ζ (3). Symbolic and numerical computations using Mathematica (Version 4.0) for Linux show, among other things, that only 50 terms of one of these series are capable of producing an accuracy of seven decimal places.
Introduction and motivation

Some of the important functions in
and (for R (s) 1; s = 1) by their meromorphic continuations (see, for details, Titchmarsh [39] ; see also Whittaker and Watson [42] ), so that (obviously) A fascinatingly large number of seemingly independent solutions of the socalled Basler problem of evaluating the Riemann Zeta function ζ (s) when s = 2, which was of vital importance to Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) and the Bernoulli brothers [Jakob Bernoulli (1654 -1705 and Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748)], have appeared in the mathematical literature ever since Euler first solved this problem in the year 1736. Another remarkable classical result involving Riemann's ζ-function is the following elegant series representation for ζ (3):
ζ (2k) (2k + 1) (2k + 2) 2 2k , which was actually contained in Euler's 1772 paper entitled "Exercitationes Analyticae" (cf., e.g., Ayoub [3, pp. 1084-1085] ). In fact, this result of Euler was rediscovered (among others) by Ramaswami [27] (see also Srivastava [28, p. 7 , Equation (2.23)]) and (more recently) by Ewell [13] . And, as pointed out by (for example) Chen and Srivastava [5, pp. 180-181] , another series representation:
(1. 7) ζ (3) = 5 2
which played a key rôle in the celebrated proof [2] of the irrationality of ζ (3) by Roger Apéry (1916 Apéry ( -1994 , was derived independently by (among others) Hjortnaes [19] , Gosper [17] , and Apéry [2] . Clearly, Euler's series in (1.6) converges faster than the defining series for ζ (3), but obviously not as fast as the series in (1.7). Such Zeta values as ζ (3), ζ (5), et cetera are known to arise naturally in a wide variety of applications such as those in Elastostatics, Quantum Field Theory, et cetera (see, for example, Tricomi [40] , Witten [44] , and Nash and O'Connor [25] , [26] ). On the other hand, in the case of even integer arguments, we already have the following computationally useful relationship:
with the well-tabulated Bernoulli numbers defined by the generating function:
as well as the familiar recursion formula:
Motivated essentially by a genuine need, for computational purposes, for expressing ζ (2n + 1) as a rapidly converging series for all n ∈ N, we propose to present here a rather systematic investigation of the various interesting families of rapidly convergent series representations for the Riemann ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N). We also consider relevant connections of the results presented here with many other known series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N). In two of many computationally useful special cases considered here, it is observed that ζ (3) can be represented by means of series which converge much more rapidly than that in Euler's celebrated formula (1.6) as well as the series (1.7) used recently by Apéry [2] in his proof of the irrationality of ζ (3). Symbolic and numerical computations using Mathematica (Version 4.0) for Linux show, among other things, that only 50 terms of one of these series are capable of producing an accuracy of seven decimal places.
A class of series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N)
We begin by recalling the following simple consequence of the binomial theorem and the definition (1.1):
which, for a = 1 and t = ±1/m, readily yields the series identity:
2) (λ) n := Γ (λ + n) /Γ (λ) being the Pochhammer symbol (or the shifted factorial, since (1) n = n! for n ∈ N 0 ). (See, for details, [29] and [34] ). In terms of the familiar harmonic numbers
the following set of series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N) were proven recently by Srivastava [32] by appealing appropriately to the series identity (2.2) in its special cases when m = 2, 3, 4, and 6, and also to many other properties and characteristics of the Riemann Zeta function such as the familiar functional equation:
or, equivalently,
the familiar derivative formula:
with, of course, 
Series Representation 1:
Series Representation 2:
Series Representation 3:
Here (and elsewhere in this presentation) an empty sum is to be interpreted (as usual) to be zero. The series representation (2.10) is markedly different from each of the series representations for ζ (2n + 1), which were given earlier by Zhang 
whereas the general term in each of these earlier series representations has the order estimate given below:
By suitably combining (2.10) and (2.12), it is fairly straightforward to obtain the series representation:
Now, in terms of the Bernoulli numbers B n and the Euler polynomials E n (x) defined by the generating functions (1.9) and (2.15) 2e
respectively, it is known that (cf., e.g.,
which, together with the identity (1.8), implies that
By appealing to the relationship (2.17), the series representation (2.14) can immediately be put in the alternative form:
which is a slightly modified (and corrected) version of a result proven, using a significantly different technique, by Tsumura [41, p. 383, Theorem B].
Another interesting combination of our series representations (2.10) and (2.12) leads us to the following variant of Tsumura's result (2.14) or (2.18):
which is essentially the same as the determinantal expression for ζ (2n + 1) derived recently by Ewell [14, p. 1010, Corollary 3] by employing an entirely different technique from ours.
Many other similar combinations of the series representations (2.10) to (2.13) would yield some interesting companions of Ewell's result (2.19).
Next, by setting t = 1/m and differentiating both sides with respect to s, we find from the following obvious consequence of the series identity (2.1):
In particular, when m = 2, (2.21) immediately yields 
which, in view of the identity:
would combine with the result (2.10) to yield the series representation: Observing also that
we obtain yet another series representation for ζ (2n + 1) by applying (2.10) and (2.23):
where the coefficients Ω n,k are given explicitly as a finite sum of Bernoulli numbers [10, 
Further classes of series representations
By starting once again from the identity (2.1) with (of course) a = 1, t = ±1/m, and s replaced by s + 1, and applying (2.2), we find yet another class of series identities including, for example,
It is the series identity (3.1) which was first applied by Zhang and Williams [45] (and, subsequently, by Cvijović and Klinowski [10] ) in order to prove two (only seemingly different) versions of the series representation (2.25). Indeed, by appealing to (3.2) with m = 4, we can derive the following much more rapidly convergent series representation for ζ (2n + 1) (see Srivastava [31, p. 9, Equation (41)]): (42) and (43)]):
Explicit expressions for the derivatives ζ (−2n ± 1) and ζ −2n ± 1, Of the four seemingly analogous results (2.12), (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), the infinite series in (3.4) would obviously converge most rapidly, with its general term having the order estimate:
Srivastava and Tsumura [36] derived the following three new members of the class of the series representations (2.12) and (3.4): (3.6) ζ (2n + 1)
Indeed the general terms of the infinite series occurring in these three members [(3.6), (3.7), and (3.8)] have the order estimates: 
By setting z = it in (3.16), multiplying both sides by t m−1 (m ∈ N), and then integrating the resulting equation from t = 0 to t = τ (0 < τ < 2), Srivastava [24] derived the following series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (see also Srivastava et al. [35] ):
(n ∈ N) (3.17) and ζ (2n + 1) = (−1)
In its special case when n = 1, (3.18) immediately reduces to the following series representation for ζ (3): . And a special case of (3.17) when n = 1 yields (cf. Dabrowski [11, p. 202 ]; see also Chen and Srivastava [5, p. 191 , Equation (3.19)]) (3.20) ζ (3) = 2π
In view of the familiar sum:
Euler's formula (1.6) is indeed a simple consequence of (3.20) . We remark in passing that an integral representation for ζ (2n + 1), which is easily seen to be equivalent to the series representation (3.17), was given by Dabrowski [11, p. 203 , Equation (16)], who [11, p. 206 ] mentioned the existence of (but did not fully state) the series representation (3.18) as well. By suitably combining the series occurring in (3.12), (3.19) , and (3.21), it is not difficult to derive several other series representations for ζ (3), which are analogous to Euler's formula (1.6). More generally, since
where, for convenience,
by applying (3.17), (3.18), and another result (proven by Srivastava [33, p. 341, Equation (3.17)]):
(n ∈ N 0 ) , (3.26) with n replaced by n − 1, Srivastava [33] derived the following unification of a large number of known (or new) series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N), including (for example) Euler's formula (1.6): (3.23) ζ (2n + 1)
where A, B, and C are given by (3.23), (3.24) , and (3.25), respectively. Numerous other interesting series representations for ζ (2n + 1), which are analogous to (3.17) and (3.18) , were also given by Srivastava et al. [35] .
Some useful deductions and consequences
By suitably specializing the parameter λ, µ, and ν in (3.27) , and then applying a rather elaborate scheme, the following rapidly convergent series representation for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N) was derived by Srivastava [33, pp. 348-349 , Equation (3.50)]):
In its special case when n = 1, (4.1) yields the following (rather curious) series representation:
where the series obviously converges much more rapidly than that in each of the celebrated results (1.6) and (1.7).
An interesting companion of (4.5) in the form: (4.6) ζ ( was deduced by Srivastava and Tsumura [38] , who indeed presented an inductive construction of several general series representations for ζ (2n + 1) (n ∈ N) (see also [37] ).
Symbolic and numerical computations based upon Mathematica (Version 4.0)
We continue our presentation by first summarizing the results of our symbolic and numerical computations with the series in (4. [3] , Out [4] , and Out [5] , together, exhibit the fact that only 50 terms (k = 1 to k = 50) of the series in (4.5) can produce an accuracy of seven decimal places.
Our symbolic and numerical computations with the series in (4.6) using Mathematica (Version 4.0) for Linux lead us to the following table:
Number of Terms Precision of Computation  4  6  10  11  20  18  50  38  98 69
As a matter of fact, since the general term of the series in (4.6) has the following order estimate:
(k −→ ∞) , for getting p exact digits, we must have
Solving this inequality symbolically, we find that
where the function ProductLog (also known as Lambert's function) is the solution of the equation:
We now give below some relevant details about our symbolic and numerical computations with the series in (4.6) using Mathematica (Version 4.0) for Linux.
In [1] Thus the result does not change appreciably when we increase the precision of computation of the symbolic result from 50 to 100. This is expected, because of the following numerical computation of the last term for k = 50:
In [5] 
